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This month’s exercises focus on jump training. Specifi cally, 
we’ll be asking the dog to take the “back” side of the jump while the 
handler is positioned on the landing side of the jump. There are two 
sequences that require this skill in Figure 1. You can see the desired 
handler position for directing the dog from #2 to #3 and from #5 to #6. 

You should be able to send your dog over a jump from all directions as 
shown in Figure 2. As long as your shoulders are facing the jump, the dog 
should take the jump in the direction indicated (see Figure 4 in February 
2007 “City Dogs”). If your shoulders are not facing the jump, your dog 
should take the back side of the jump, as shown in Figure 3. One of the 
most important reasons that your dog should take the back side of the 
jump in this example is that your dog should never cross in front of you 
or cross your path as in Figure 4 to take an obstacle. The dog should 
understand what the difference in your body position from Figure 2 to 
Figure 3 means, which will enable you to handle sequences likes the ones 
in Figure 1 without any problem. 

Training your dog to understand which side of the jump to take is easy. 
Start with the dog on your right side as in Figure 2. Send your dog over the 
jump directly in front of him from different angles—with your shoulders 
always facing the jump—and reward each time the dog performs correctly. always facing the jump—and reward each time the dog performs correctly. always
Once the dog is confi dent and performing this exercise accurately, get 
up close to the jump and turn your shoulders so they are facing in the 
direction shown in Figure 3. Your position is telling the dog that he should 
not cross in front of your path (taking the incorrect side of the jump), but 
should take the “other” side of the jump. Reward your dog for the correct 
behavior. Once your dog is consistently taking the back side of the jump, 
start increasing the distance you can send him. Gradually move farther 
away from the jump as seen in Figure 5.

Don’t forget to do the same exercises with the dog on your left as shown 
in Figures 6 and 7. Now that your dog understands the skill, the course 
in Figure 1 should be easy and you shouldn’t have to be so near jumps 
#3 and #8 to send your dog over these jumps. Instead, you should be 
able to get ahead of your dog on course and have a faster course time 
and a more confi dent dog!  D

Karen Holik has been involved in agility for over 10 years as a competitor and also 
a USDAA and AKC judge. She has competed in the finals of the USDAA Grand Prix 
World Championships seven times with all her dogs: two Shelties, a Border Collie, 
and an All-American. Her youngest dog, ADCH MACH2 Triune’s Feelin Hot Hot Hot 
(a.k.a. Sizzle) won the Steeplechase event at the USDAA World Championships in 
2003 and 2006. Karen and Sizzle were members of the AKC/USA World Team in 2003, 
2005, and 2006. Karen offers private lessons and seminars and can be reached at 
oncourseagility@comcast.net.
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